**New West Central School:**

Gains area bound by Central, 98th, Tower, and 106th from Carlos Rey (138).  
Gains area bound by Central, Coors, Tower, and 98th from Painted Sky (452).  
Gains area bound by Tower, Coors, Sage, and 98th from MA Binford (181).

**Carlos Rey:**

Loses area bound by Central, 98th, Tower, and 106th to New School (138).

**Painted Sky:**

Loses area bound by Central, Coors, Tower, and 98th to New School (452).

**MA Binford:**

Loses area bound by Tower, Coors, Sage, and 98th to New School (181).

**SR Marmon:**

Loses area bound by I-40, river, Fortuna, and Coors to Lavaland (240).  
Gains area bound by Ladera, arroyo north of Los Tretos, Coors, Ouray from Chaparral (125).

**Chaparral:**

Loses area bound by Ladera, arroyo north of Los Tretos, Coors, Ouray to SR Marmon (125).

**Lavaland:**

Gains area bound by I-40, river, Fortuna, and Coors from SR Marmon (240).  
*Affected students will be moving from a year-round multi-track curriculum to a traditional curriculum*  
* Affected students will be moving to a SINOI issues school